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Also includes "Call of Duty Elite" membership benefits. Play online or in cooperative
mode with up to 7 players in the ultimate war experience. Additional Notes Please note

the game is downloaded as a single large file and you may experience problems with
download speeds on certain networks Key Features Play as a Sole Survivor This is your

first mission: survive as long as possible to become a Call of Duty hero. Play With
Others This is your first mission: take on this mission with your squad of best friends.
Missions and Story Following the dramatic events of Call of Duty: Modern Warfare®
3, players are thrust into an all-out war in three new and stunning Multiplayer maps,

Blackout, Nuketown-Shore, and Crash. Blackout: The hunt for the villainous “Shadow
Company” reaches a fever pitch in Blackout, a high-tech, Arctic Warfare combat map
that immerses players into the brutal cold and deadly combat of the Russian Arctic. As
the enemy closes in, players fight and maneuver their way through unfamiliar terrain to
take down their targets. Nuketown-Shore: Step into the Blackwater District in the heart

of New York City as a lone soldier on a mission to infiltrate a mysterious enemy
compound and take down an elusive target. Navigate through open city streets and

across the rooftops as you fight for your life in the final stand for survival. Crash: Enter
the depths of a forgotten compound as you hunt for the enemy deep below the frozen
waters of Nuketown Harbor. Put your training to the test as you navigate the cramped,

dark tunnels while hoping you’re not being followed. Call of Duty®4: Modern
Warfare® was developed by Infinity Ward, published by Activision, and rated “M”

(Mature) by the ESRB. For more information on this game, visit Please Note:
Activision may update this game at any time to enhance gameplay, fix minor bugs, or
add game-modes and features. Call of Duty®4: Modern Warfare® is not compatible
with PlayStation®Vita systems. Call of Duty®4: Modern Warfare® comes with the

following content: Gameplay Videos: New Sounds: M
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Welcome to the Throwback series where I play an older Call of Duty game live and
share my thoughts on . Over the course of a few days, I've been talking to some
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subscribers about Call of Duty 2 and what made me interested in Call of Duty 4
Modern Warfare. As with all games, Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare has a lot of

stories that I'm interested in and based on fffad4f19a
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